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Date:  12/01/2016         Time:  1919       Incident Number:  16-0127980   

Address: 5850 N Ceylon Street 

Summary  

On December 1, 2016, at 1919 hrs, Denver Fire responded to the address 5850 N Ceylon Street 

for a reported structure fire in the kitchen of 5850 N Ceylon Street. Engine 29 arrived on scene at 

1924 hrs, securing a water supply and gave the report of smoke showing from the Alpha side of 

the building and that they were going on an offensive attack, in the “Fast Attack” mode. The 

building was a two-story townhouse. Truck 2 arrived on scene and assumed command and sent 

the balance of Truck 2’s crew to conduct a primary search of the building and assist with 

horizontal ventilation. Engine 29 communicated that they had the fire “knocked” and had 

completed a primary search of the first floor. Tower 27 was assigned to Positive Pressure 

Ventilation and asked to assist with post-control overhaul operations. Engine 26 supplemented 

Engine 29’s water supply (E29 laid out 800 feet of hose) and made their way to building, but 

were not needed, as Engine 29 quickly put the fire out. D04 assumed command via face-to-face 

and put the fire out and under control. Engine 14 was assigned as the RIT and performed a RIT 

Recon. Other companies on scene that were staged: Rescue 1, Truck 26 and Truck 9. One patient 

was treated on scene for smoke inhalation, but was not transported. 

Risk vs Benefit:  Two-story, light weight wood construction, townhome, offensive strategy 

declared. 

Units Initially Dispatched: E29, E26, E14, E18 Tr27, T2, Tr9, T26 R01, D04, D06, R01 and 

Ops-2 

First Arriving Unit(s): E29 
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Additional Units Requested: None 

Initial Assignments: 

IC: D05                   RIT: E14                          Safety Officer:  Ops-2  

E29: Fire Attack on the first floor 

T2: Primary Search and Horizontal Ventilation  

Tr27: Positive Pressure Ventilation and Post Control Overhaul 

E26: Secondary water supply 

R01, T26 and Tr9: Staging 

 

Initial Strategy: Offensive interior attack              

Initial Supply Line: 3-inch (800 feet)     

Attack Line(s): 1 ¾” 

Back-up Line: 1 ¾” (stretched by E29 engineer)     

Was the building laddered:  No    2 Means of egress:  Yes    

Building Size, Type, Number of Stories, and Occupancy:  1000 sq. ft., two-story, light weight 

wood construction, townhome 

Involvement Upon Arrival and Initial Location of Fire:  Light smoke showing from Alpha 

side of building 

Communications:  Tac 5 tactical channel 

Special Challenges, Hazards, and Safety Issues:  

Hydrant availability and geographical accuracy on maps (closest hydrant was not on map that 

E29 officer was using) 

Light weight wood construction  

Initial assignment of tactical channel by dispatch.  

Lapse in notification/confirmation of Truck 2 responding (8-minute turnout time) 

Command Structure: 

IC: D05 

Safety Officer: Ops-2 
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RIT: E14 

Other assignments:  

 Fire attack 

 Search and Vent 

 Back-up line 

Evaluation and Summary                                                    

1. Tactical Priorities    

2. Positive Outcomes     

3. Additional Considerations   

4. Recommendations   

5. Safety considerations                                                                

Tactical Priorities: Offensive interior attack, search and evacuation of building, extinguishment 

of fire. 

Positive Outcomes: 

 E29 on scene approximately 3 minutes from dispatch 

 Initial water supply completed 

 Fast attack mode decision made quickly 

 Aggressive search 

 Confined fire to room of origin 

 Strong Command presence by initial Incident Commander and D04 

Additional Considerations:  

 This fire started out confusing from the initial dispatch. D05 was out of service, training 

and was out of position. D04 was the closest chief and dispatch assigned the tactical 

channel as TAC 4 instead of TAC 5, which is the geographical area of the fire. D04 and 

OPS2 both called dispatch to clarify and decision was made to move the incident to TAC 

5, which is where E29 was already operating.  

 Truck 2 was available, on the air, in quarters. Truck 2 did not initially respond because 

they were not monitoring their radios. The MDT malfunctioned, or human error could 

have contributed to occurrence, thus their response was greatly delayed 

 Hydrant selection was not optimal, but E29 secured what they thought to be the best 

hydrant. Following the fire, it was identified that there was a better option for water 

supply that is not reflected on the map used to navigate this large complex. E29 ended up 

laying out 800 feet of 3-inch with a single line. If this happens, early notification to all 

companies should be done (which E29 did). Additionally, If a layout like this is the only 

option, then company officer’s need to direct the “plug catcher” to pull two-lines to the 

hydrant, which was not the case on this incident. 

Recommendations:  

 Dispatch all incidents based on geographical area. Each district is used to responding on 

the numerical tactical channels of the districts they work in. It is easier for a district chief 
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from another district to switch their radio channel than to ask an entire response from a 

district to change radio channels 

 Dispatchers need to ensure that companies are moving toward the fire. In this case, it was 

not noticed until 7-8 minutes into the incident that Truck 2 was not physically 

responding, due to the fact they were not notified in quarters and the assumption was that 

they were “on the air”. Dispatch has already identified solutions to avert this from 

occurring again. 

 Work on getting familiar with finding and identifying water supply/ hydrants outside of 

your first due response area. 

Safety Considerations:  

 Townhome, so exposure to Bravo and Delta sides was a concern 

 Lightweight wood construction 

 800-foot water supply may have causes ineffective water flow, if fire was further 

advanced and the need for more water was necessary 

 Initial confusion of tactical channel made it hard to figure out what E29 was doing when 

they arrived on scene 

Summary:  

Overall, the fire attack was successful in the fact the fire was extinguished and all occupants of 

the house were safe and accounted for. The initial decision to go offensive was the right call by 

the officer of E29 and the proper weapon was selected. Truck 2 did an excellent job of 

establishing command and the fire was confined to the kitchen stove and overhead cabinets, with 

no extension to the structure of the building. 

The initial dispatch of this fire although confusing, was quickly remedied and everyone 

responding got to the right channel. All responding companies need to look at the MDT and 

verify what channel dispatch has assigned and operate on that channel. By doing this, everyone 

is tuned into what the first arriving units are seeing and what actions they are taking. This was 

great stop by E29.  
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